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                                                    Electric Counterbalanced
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Electric Cushion
3,000 - 8,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                3-Wheel Electric Pneumatic
3,000 - 4,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Stand-Up Counterbalance
3,000 - 4,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Electric Pneumatic
5,000 - 7,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Electric Pneumatic
9,000 - 12,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Electric Pneumatic
2,700 - 4,000 lb.                                                            
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                                                    Reach Trucks
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Pantograph Reach Truck
3,000 - 4,500 lb.                                                            
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                                                    Electric Hand & Rider Trucks
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Pallet Truck
4,500  lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Pallet Truck
6,000 - 8,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                End Rider
6,000 - 8,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Center Control Rider
6,000 - 8,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Stacker
3,000 - 4,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Stacker
3,000 - 4,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Tow Tractor
10,000 lb. rolling load capacity                                                            
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                                                    IC Cushion Tire Forklifts
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Cushion
10,000 - 15,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Cushion
3,000 - 8,000 lb.                                                            
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                                                    IC Pneumatic Tire Forklifts
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Pneumatic
3,000 - 5,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Pneumatic
3,000 - 7.000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Pneumatic
4,000 - 7,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Pneumatic
8,000 - 12,000 lb.                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                IC Pneumatic
13,000 - 22,000 lb.                                                            
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                                                    Hand Pallet Jack
                                                
                                                	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Electric Pallet Truck 3,300 lb.
                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            

                                                            
                                                                Hand Pallet Jack
5,500 lb.                                                            
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                        3,000 - 3,500 lb. Capacity Electric Heavy-Duty Walkie Straddle Stackers

                        With lift heights of up to 18 feet and fluid, virtually effortless maneuverability — all of the performance you’re looking for comes together in an electric walkie stacker forklift that’s intuitive to operate, easy to maintain and economical to purchase.
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                            Our AC Motor Does More For Less

                            Greater torque and faster speeds are only the beginning of what our proven 5.2 HP brushless AC drive motor delivers. This 24V system features an advanced motor controller/AC inverter that distributes consistent power as needed to the AC drive motor or the heavy-duty DC pump motor. The result? Consistently high performance across the battery range for the walkie stacker, with longer run times between charging.

                        

                

            

            
        
            
            
                
                        
                            Reach Higher

                            At 217 inches (18 feet), our lift height is among the highest in the industry — sized just right for two and three shelf racking. The walkie stacker's flat face mast design features rolled steel channels, large cross sections, and thick inner rails for increased capacity retention.
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                            A Turn for the Better

                            Your straddle pallet jack will get the exceptional stability that comes from the WSX model’s wide wheelbase and tight turning radius. Its 190º steering arc, ball-bearing steering mechanism, large steering control head, and spring-loaded handle all contribute to easily navigating in the tightest of spaces.

                        

                

            

            
        
            
            
                
                        
                            Smart Electric Brake

                            The walkie straddle stacker’s regenerative motor torque, proportional plugging and our spring-applied electronically released disc brake work together to reduce component wear, extend part life and eliminate the need for adjustments.
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                                    Questions?
Find Your Local Dealer.

                                                                    Our extensive dealer and field support network is ready to serve you when and where you need us.

                                                                    Find Your Dealer
                                                                                                                            

                        

                    

                    
                

            

            
    




            
            
        

    
	
        specifications

        
        
            
                	Model	Basic Capacity (lbs)	Maximum Fork Height ² 	Voltage (or Fuel Type)	Length To Fork Face	Chassis Width (in)	Chassis Height (in) ¹	Gross Weight (lbs) ¹
	WSX30	3,000	152	24	78.3	32.4	48.7	2,800
	WSX30S	3,000	152	24	78.3	32.4	44.2	2,735
	WSX40	4,000	152	24	78.3	32.4	48.7	2,800
	WSX40S	4,000	152	24	78.3	32.4	44.2	2,735




¹ Where applicable, does not reflect optional mast collapsed height or additional weight. 

² Various lift heights available to match your exact needs. Where applicable, value shown is maximum fork height available as an optional mast.
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                                    WSX Series WSX30S-WSX40S Product Brochure - English

                                    WSX Series WSX30S-WSX40S Class III Walkie Straddle Stacker

                                    

                                            Download
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                                    WSX Series WSX30S-WSX40S Product Spec Sheet - English

                                    WSX Series WSX30S-WSX40S Class III Walkie Straddle Stacker
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                    Let us help you find the right forklift for your business.
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